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In this paper a Cohen factorization theorem x = at zt (t > 0) is proved 
for a Banach algebra A with a bounded approximate identity, where t H at is a 
continuous one-parameter semigroup in A. This theorem is used to show that a 
separable Banach algebra B has a bounded approximate identity bounded by 1 
if and only if there is a homomorphism 8 fromL’([W+) into B such that [I 6 !I = 1 
and B(L’([w+)). B = B = B . O(L1(R+)). A no th er corollary is that a separable 
Banach algebra with bounded approximate identity has a commutative bounded 
approximate identity, which is bounded by 1 in an equivalent algebra norm. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The original form of Cohen’s factorization theorem states that if x is an 
element of a Banach algebra A with a bounded approximate identity, then there 
is an element a in A such that x E aA (see [3, 5, lo]). One way this result has been 
generalized is by replacing x E aA with x E n;” anA [2] (and see [6]). In 1975 
B. E. Johnson obtained an unpublished factorization x = uy such that for each 
positive integer n there is an element alin in the algebra with (uI/~)~ = a. There 
are related power factorization results in an excellent paper by Esterle [9]. The 
main theorem in this paper is a result of this type. If x is an element of a Banach 
algebra A with a bounded approximate identity, then there are functions 
t ~--t ut and t tt xt from the set of positive real numbers [Wf into A such that 
x = utxt for all positive t, and t F+ ut is a (norm) continuous one-parameter 
semigroup (Theorem 1). A stronger form than this is stated and proved, and 
the growth and limit conditions obtained are important in our applications of 
the theorem. 
Let L1( [Wf) denote the Banach algebra of complex valued Lebesgue integrable 
functions on the positive real line [w+ with the convolution product f * g(t) = 
J;f(t - s)g(s) ds. W e s a h 11 assume that all Banach algebras and spaces are over 
the complex field, and note that with suitable minor changes the results apply 
to real Banach algebras. Recall that the Banach algebra D([w+) has a bounded 
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approximate identity. Clearly a Banach algebra B is unital (that is, has an 
identity of norm 1) if and only if there is a homomorphism 0 of norm 1 from the 
Banach algebra of complex numbers C into B such that 0(C) . B = B = B . b(c). 
We prove that if B is a separable Banach algebra, then B has a bounded approxi- 
mate identity bounded by 1 if and only if there is a homomorphism 19 of norm 1 
from the Banach algebra U([w+) into B such that 
8(Ll( R+)) . B = B = B . e(Ll(W+)). 
This is a different and deeper characterization of a Banach algebra with a bounded 
approximate identity than that of [15]. The homomorphism 6 we define is the 
same as that in [13] (see also [ll, Theorem 15.2.11). Several of our conclusions 
in Theorem 1 could be worded in terms of semigroups [ll]. 
In Theorem 8 we show that a separable Banach algebra with bounded approxi- 
mate identity has a commutative bounded approximate identity, which is 
bounded by 1 in an equivalent algebra norm. This is known for C*-algebras [I] 
and group algebras [12]. It is also known that a separable commutative Banach 
algebra with bounded approximate identity has another approximate identity 
that is bounded by 1 in an equivalent norm [8]. 
If A is a Banach algebra recall that A has a bounded approximate identity bounded 
by d if for each E > 0 and each finite subset a, ,..., a, in A there is an e in A with 
I/ e // < d and I/ eaj - aj Ij + /j aje - aj 11 < E for j = l,..., n. For a discussion 
of bounded approximate identities and known results about them, see [IO, 
Section 321 or [3, Section 111, and [2]. 
2. MAIN RESULT 
The first six conclusions are the important ones for our applications. 
THEOREM 1. Let A be a Banach algebra with a bounded approximate identity 
bounded by d, let X be a left Banach A module, and let Y be a right Banach A 
module. Let H denote the open right half {z E C: Rex > 0} of the complex plane, 
let C be a bounded subset of H, let 6 > 0, and let t tt at: Rf -+ [l + 6, co) be a 
continuous function such that 01~ - co as t - co. If x is in the closed linear span 
X,, of A . X, and y is in the closed linear span Y,, of Y . A, then there are analytic 
functions t * at, t k+ xt , and t E+ yt from H into A, X, and Y such that 
(9 x = at . xtandy=yt.atforalltEH, 
(ii) t H at is a homomorphism from the additive semigroup H into the multi- 
plicatiue semigroup A, 
(iii) at ’ x~+~ = x, and ys+t . at = yS for all s, t E H, 
(iv) rfd= 1, then/]atII < lforallt~R+, 
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(v) at . x+xandy~at+yast-+O(t~H), 
(vi) (11 at // : 0 < t < l} is bounded, 
(vii) 11 x - xt /I < 6 and /I y - yt I/ < Sfor all t E C, 
(viii) 11 xt j/ < OL~~J~I andl]y, 1: < cqtil*lfor all t E H, and 
(xi) x,~(A.x)-andy,~(y.A)-foraZZt~H. 
Remarks 2. The proof is based on Cohen’s proof, but with minor variations 
to help us with powers. The proof is given in the next section and in this section 
we note where the proof differs from Cohen’s proof. Let A, be the Banach 
algebra obtained from A by adjoining an identity in the standard manner. In 
the usual proof a sequence b, = x:j”=, A(1 - X)i-l e, + (1 - A)” is defined in A, 
such that bn is invertible and the sequence (b;’ . x) is Cauchy in X. The sequence 
(b,) converges to an element in A by the choice of h in relation to d. In the 
definition of the sequence (b,) a crucial role is played by the factors of the form 
(1 + A(e - 1)). The difficulty when considering powers in the noncommutative 
case is that (uv)” # u2v2. This difficulty is overcome by using the exponential 
function, and heuristically replacing the factor (1 + A(e - 1)) by exp(e - 1). 
We use b, = exp(Cy (ej - 1)). It is easy to obtain at from b,l, where we define 
bt by bf = exp tf for t in @ when b has been defined by b = exp f. In this proof 
the b, are clearly invertible and are chosen to be convergent whereas in Cohen’s 
proof the b, are clearly convergent and are chosen to be invertible. In existing 
proofs of factorization theorems, and this one, the elements b, are in the principal 
component of the group of invertibles of A, . This is further motivation for the 
use of the exponential. The elements b, could be replaced by 
b, = exp($h,(e,- I)),
where (hj) is a sequence of positive real numbers satisfying certain conditions 
but this does not seem to give further information. Note that the terms (e - 1) 
play a crucial role in all proofs of Cohen’s factorization theorem because for each 
c there is an e with il(e - 1)c 11 small. For commutative algebras the standard 
proof can be adapted to give most of Theorem 1. When d = 1, the b, in this 
proof can be used in the proof of the main result in [6]. 
We shall often need to choose an element e in a Banach algebra such that 
lleci - c, 1) and 11 ezj - zill are small for a finite number ofj, where cj is in A and zj 
is in X0, by using a lemma that enables us to choose e for one element in a left 
Banach A module. We make the choice by applying the lemma to the left 
Banach A module A @ ... @A @X@ ... OX, and the element (cr ,..., c,, 
xi ,..., x,). In the proofs we shall assume that our left and right Banach A 
modules satisfy Ij cz Ij < 11 c 11 . 11 z 11 and I/ WC\] < 11 cl/ . (1 w/I for c in A, and z 
and w in the modules. 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
In the three lemmas A is a Banach algebra, X is a left Banach A module, X0 is 
the closed linear span of A . X = { cz : c E A, z E X}, A, is the Banach algebra 
obtained by adjoining an identity to A, and d > 1. We shall also apply the 
lemmas to right Banach A modules. The right form of the lemma may be 
proved in a similar manner or obtained from the left form by considering the 
reversed product on the algebra and module [3, p. 61. The first lemma is the 
standard starting point in the proofs of the stronger forms of Cohen’s factoriza- 
tion theorem, and we omit the proof as it is proved in [lo; 2, Lemma I]. It 
ensures that a bounded approximate identity for A is a bounded approximate 
identity for X0 . 
LEMMA 3. lfz, ,..., Z, are in X, and E > 0, then there are c1 ,..., c, in A and 
7 > 0 such that jl ezj - zj I[ < E fur j = I,..., n for each e in A with /I e (1 < d 
and I/ eck - cI: (1 < 7 for k = l,..., m. 
LEMMA 4. Let n be a positive integer and let E > 0. 
(a) If f is in A, then there is an 7 > 0 such that \if” + (e - l)k - (f + 
(e - l))k I] < l for k = l,..., n,andforaZleinAwithj/eI/ <dandjjf(e-1)//t 
IICe - l)f /I < rl- 
(b) If c is in A, and x is in X0 , then there is an 7 > 0 such that /j ckx - 
(c + (e - l))“x[] < E for k = l,..., II and for all e in A with I/ e Ij < d and 
Il(e - 1)~ II + IICe - I)fll < rl w h erec===f+pl WithfErZandpEC. 
Proof. (a) Multiplying out the power (f+ (e - l))k and using the norm 
inequalities, we obtain 
j'fk + (e - l)k - (f+ (e - 1))” 11 
< ‘5 ll.flp-j . 11 e - 1 I1j-l ((‘;:I - 1) (li(e - l>f II + ilf (e - l)ill 
j=l 
for k = I,..., n. We now choose 7 > 0 such that 
z ("j) j( f iIk-l-j(d f l)‘-l < + 
for k = l,..., n. 
(b) Multiplying out the powers (~1 f f)" and (~1 + (f + e - l))k and 
using the norm inequalities, we obtain 
1: c7:x - (c + (e - l))+x jj < $ (5) / p IL-j Ilfj . .Y - (f+ (e - 1))’ . x ,/ 
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for h = I,..., n. Note that we could have applied the binomial theorem to obtain 
this because ,U is in the center of A, , but that we could not apply the binomial 
theorem in (a) as e andf may not commute. Now there is a small positive v such 
that /Ifi * x - (f + (e - 1))jx 11 < Y for j = l,..., 12 implies that (( ck . x - 
(c + (e - I))k . x II < E for K = l,..., n. For example, we could take Y = 
(1 + I p I)-” . 6. 
Using a computation similar to that in (a) of expanding (f + (e - 1))j and 
applying the norm inequalities we find that ij(f + (e - I))& /I is less than or equal 
to a finite sum of numbers of the form 
llflli /j e - 1 lli-i-m-l li(e - 1)f” * XII, 
where i, m = 0, 1 ,..., j - 1 with i+ wz <j - 1. The estimate //e - I // < 
1 + d enables us to choose 7 > 0 such that forj = I,..., n we have //fj . x - 
(f + (e - 1))i . x 11 < Y. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
We could have used (a) in the proof of (b) above by replacing /l(e - 1)x jj + 
IICe - l)fll < 77 by 
IiCe - l>xll + life - l>fil + Ilffe - lfll < 77. 
LEMMA 5. Let K be a bounded subset of the complex plane, and let G > 0. 
(a) If c = f + ~1 E A, , then there is an 7 > 0 such that 
(I exp t(c + (e - 1)) - exp tc // < (6 + exp 1 t / (d + 1) - 1) . exp Re(tp). 
for all t E K and aZZ e E A with I] e 11 < d and /](e - 1)f jj + j/f (e - I)!/ < 7. 
(b) Ifc=f+~l~AIandx~X,thenthereisan~>Osuchthat 
11 exp t(c + (e - 1)) . x - exp tc * x 11 < E 
for all t E K and all e E A with jj e /I < d and j!(e - 1)x 11 + jj(e - I)f !j < T. 
Proof. (a) There is an L such that / t 1 < L for all t E K. For each complex 
number t we have 
11 exP t(c f (e - 1)) - exP tc II = exp Re(tp) . /I exp t(f + (e - 1)) - exp tf I/, 
so we study the latter factor. If t E K and e E A with /I e I/ < d, then 
!I exp t(f + (e - 1)) - exp tf II < kjl -$J Il(f+ (e - 1))" -f"ll 
-;+ilg iltf + (e - 1))‘; -f k II 
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provided CrC’=n+, (P/k!)(Jjfl] + d + 1)” < e/6. By Lemma 4(a) we may choose 
n > 0 such that xi==, @“/A!) Ij(f + (e - 1))” -fk - (e - 1)” [I < e/3 provided 
11 e I\ < d and jjf(e - 1)11 + li(e - l)fll < 7. If 7 and e are chosen like this, then 
i/ exp t(f + (e - 1)) - exp tfli < $ + k$l q (d+ 1)” 
<+exp]tI.(d+l)-1. 
(b) The proof of this is similar to (a), and slightly simpler as the term 
exp I t 1 (d + 1) and factor exp Re(@) d o not occur. It is a straightforward 
application of Lemma 4(b), and we omit this proof. 
Remarks 6. The exponential function in the above lemma may be replaced 
by any entire function provided that in (a) p = 0. 
If j3 > 0, let O(p) = {t E @ : / t I < /3} and let D(B) = {t E @ : I t I < p and 
Ret 3 p-r}. After an initial normalization and definition of a sequence required 
in the proof, the proof of Theorem 1 falls into two parts. We inductively choose 
a sequence (b,) in A, to satisfy certain conditions, and in the second part of the 
proof we use this sequence to define at, xt , and yt and check that the conclusions 
are satisfied. 
Proof of Theorem 7. We shall assume that 11 x 11 < 1 and jl y j/ < 1 and that 
6 < 1. We choose an increasing sequence of positive real numbers fin that tend 
to infinity such that 
4%) 2 c, A > 17 and that 1 + exp m(d + 1) G at 
for all t 3 pm. and each positive integer m. (1) 
The choice of the sequence (j3J with these properties is possible because 
LYE --f co as t --+ co. A similar sequence is chosen in the proof of Theorem 1 in [2]. 
By induction we shall choose sequences e, , ea ,... in A, and b, , b, ,... in 
A, = A + Cl such that, for all positive integers n, 
b, = 1 and bn = exp(ih- l)), (3) 
Ii b- ,!l.x-b,t.xll <a-2-” and IIy.b~!l-y*b;ti~ <6*2-” (4) 
for all t E d&J, and 
jl bh-, - bnt 1~ < 6 * 2-” + {exp / t I (d + 1) - l} * exp - (n - 1) Ret (5) 
for all t E &3,). 
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We choose, e, to satisfy the conclusions of Lemma 5(a) and (b) simultaneously 
in the left- and right-module versions applied to the left and right Banach 
modules X and Y with c = f = 0 and E = S/2. This choice is possible using 
Lemma 3 because A has a bounded approximate identity bounded by d. Then e, 
and b, satisfy (2)-(5). Suppose e, ,..., e, and 6, ,..., b, have been chosen to 
satisfy (2)-(5). W e c h oose e,,, to satisfy the conclusions of Lemma 5(a) and (b) 
applied to the left and right Banach A modules X and Y with c = --n + f, 
f = Cj”=, ej , E = 6 ’ 2?-1 . exp(-$I,+,), and K = A&+,). Because A has 
a bounded approximate identity bounded by d, we may choose e,,, in A such 
that jl enfl 11 < d and 
ll(es+l - 1)x II + Ily(e~+l - 1)ll + ll(en+1 - l)f II + llf(en+I - 1111 < 71, 
where 7 is the smallest of the four values given by Lemma 5 with our initial 
conditions. 
We now use conditions (2)-(5) to construct ut, zct , and yt and to check that 
these elements satisfy the conclusions. By (4) the sequence (bkt . x) is Cauchy 
in X uniformly in t in d&J f or each positive integer m. Thus lim,,, b;* . x 
exists for all t E H, and we denote this limit by xt . Now the sequence (bit x) 
converges to xt uniformly in t E A(&) f or each positive integer m. Because 
t ++ bit . x is analytic in H, t ++ xt is analytic on Int D&J for each m. Hence 
t t-t xt is analytic on H. The function t ++yt is obtained in a similar way. From 
(5) we obtain 
/I bf+, - brLt I! < exp{/L(d + 1) - (n - 1) Pii?> + 6 .2-” 
for all t E D&J and all n > m. Using this inequality as we used inequality (4) 
above we define ut = limn+m bmt for all t E H, and obtain t ++ ut is analytic. 
We now check the conclusions of Theorem 1. The property x = at . xt follows 
from the equation x = bet ’ (bit . x) and the definitions of at and xt . The 
equalities at+s = at . as and at x,?+~ == x, both follow from the corresponding 
results with b, in place of a and bit * x in place of xt . If d = 1 and t E R+, then 
11 b,at 11 = /I exp t g (ej - 1) ~~ < exp - nt * exp nt = 1 
for all positive integers n. In this case 11 at < 1 for all t > 0 proving (iv). We /I _ 
now prove (v). Let E > 0. There is a positive integer m such that 2--m+2 . 6 < E. 
By (4) we have 11 b:-, . x - bnt . x I! < 6 . 2~” for all n > m and all t E A(/&) so 
that 
11 a’ . x - bsLt . x I! < 2-nr+1 . s < 42 
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for all t E O(1) n H C O&). Thus 
11 ut . x - x/j < c/2 + /I bmt . x - x I; 
for all t E d(1) fl H. Hence there is a Y > 0 such that I\ ut x - x (1 < E for all 
t E H with j t 1 < Y. This completes the proof of (v). 
By (5) and the sum of a convergent geometric series, we have 
for / f , < /3r . The function of t on the right of this inequality has maximum 
l+s+(e d+i - l)(l - e-l)-l on the interval (0, I] because its derivative is 
positive on (0, 11. Alternatively bound I/ ut // using continuity and that the limit 
of the right-hand side exists as t - 0 with t in (0, 11. This proves (vi). 
We choose /3i so that C Z O&). Thus 
for t E C by (4). 
If f E H n P(Bm+l)\4~m)), then 
II xt II G Ii bit . x II + f II 6: . x - bit. x/, 
j=m+l 
< (1 bit . x j/ + 2-” .6 
<exp/tI*(d+l)m+2-“-6 
by(4).Since/t; >&,by(l) we have 1 + exp m(d -+ 1) -<. at so that (/ xt 11 < 
aIt\! tl. This proves inequality (viii). 
For each n and t, bGt . x E (il . x)- because x E (A . x)- by Lemma 1. Hence 
xt E (A . WY)- for all t E H. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
4. APPLICATIONS OF THEOREM 1 
THEOREM 8. Let A be a separable Bunuch algebra with bounded approximate 
identity. Then there is a commutative bounded approximate identity in A, and an 
equivalent Bunach algebra norm on .4 for which this approximate identity is 
bounded b2’ 1. 
Proof. Let (xn) be a countable dense subset in A. Then there are elements x 
and J* in -4 such that x, E xA n izy for all n [lo, p. 2691. The elements x and y 
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may be obtained by applying Theorem 1 to the Banach A bimodule X = {(a,): 
apz E A, a, --f 0 as n -+ CQ} in the usual way. By Theorem 1 we obtain the 
function t b at for x andy in the Banach A bimodule A. By Theorem l(v), (vi), 
at . x -+ x and y . uf -fy as t + 0, and {]I ut 11 : 0 < t < I} is bounded. This 
and (xA)- = A = (24y)- implies that (a” : 0 < t < 1) is a commutative 
bounded approximate identity for A. Let m = log 11 u1 I/. Then (at . e~‘~ : t E R+} 
is a bounded multiplicative semigroup in A, and as t + 0 it is a bounded approxi- 
mate identity for A since e-mt + 1 as t + 0. A standard renorming of A gives 
an equivalent Banach algebra norm / . 1 on A with 1 at 1 < 1 for all t E [WT 
[3, Theorem 1, p. 181. This completes the proof. 
Remarks 9. The hypothesis of separability in the above theorem may be 
replaced by the assumption that there exist elements x and y in ,q such that 
(xA)- = A = (Ay)p (see [8]). If A is a Banach algebra of operators on some 
Banach space 2, then the renorming may be achieved by an equivalent renorming 
of 2 and using the new operator norm on A [4, Lemma 3, p. 901. The properties 
of the approximate identity in Theorem 8 are similar to those of the Poisson 
kernel listed in [14, p. 621. 
THEOREM 10. Let A be a sepuruble Bunach algebra. Then A has a bounded 
approximate identity bounded by 1 if and only ;f there is a homomorphism 0 from 
Ll(IW+) into A such that ~(L1@+)) A = A = A O(Ll(R+)) and j/ 8 11 = I. 
Proof. If A has a bounded approximate identity bounded by I, then we 
choose x and y in A as in the proof of the previous theorem. A similar application 
of Theorem 1 gives a norm continuous one-parameter semigroup t ++ ut from [Wf 
into A such that x E at A and y E A . at for all t. Further // ut /I < 1 for all 
t E R+ by Theorem I(iv). We define 8: Ll([w+) -+ A: f t, sr f (t)d dt. Straight 
forward calculations show that 0 is a norm-reducing homomorphism from 
L1(W) into A [ll, Theorem 15.2.1, p. 4361. W e may regard A as a left and right 
Banach U(lQ+) module by defining f. a = fl( f )u and a f = ae( f) for all 
a E A. By a standard corollary of the Cohen’s factorization theorem [IO, p. 2681 
that is contained in the statement of Theorem 1, @Ll(R+)) i4 and A . O(Ll(F!+)) 
are closed linear subspaces of A. To show that they are equal to A it is sufficient 
for us to prove that x E {B(Ll(R+)) x}- b ecause (x . A)- = A. Letf, be n times 
the characteristic function of the interval (0, l/n) in R. Then 11 x - O(f,)x // = 
)I s; fn(t) (x - dx) dt Jj ,( n S;‘a I/ x - ut . x 11 dt for all positive integers n. 
By Theorem l(v) we have /) x - @(f&c 11 + 0 as it + co. 
Conversely if 0 exists, and if b = 0(g)c is in =2, then lim,,, O(fn)b = 
lim,,, O(fn *g)c = 0(g)c = b. Hence A has a bounded approximate identity 
bounded by 1, and the proof is complete. 
Remarks 11. The sequence (fm) used in the proof could be replaced by any 
bounded approximate identity bounded by 1 in Ll(R+). 
In the above theorem we have not excluded the possibility that iz is the 
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Banach algebra of complex numbers @, and so the kernel of 0 could be a maximal 
ideal in U(Iw+). The following argument of G. R. Allan and R. J. Loy shows 
that if 0 is defined by e(j) = jz f(t) ut dt as in the above proof, then the kernel 
of 0 cannot be a closed ideal of the form M, = {f gLl(IW+) : f = 0 a.e. on (0, a]} 
for a positive real number 01. Suppose that ker 6’ = iI& for some 01 E [w+. Let 
s > a!, and let g, be the characteristic function of [s - l/n, s + l/n]. Since 
t + ut is continuous, a standard calculation shows that 
us = lim 
s 
cc 2ng,(t) ut dt = 0. n-tm o 
This contradicts x = usx, # 0. 
Let W: [0, co) --f l%+ be a continuous function such that w(s + t) < w(s) w(t) 
for all s, t >, 0, and let U([W+, w) denote the space of equivalence classes of 
Lebesgue measurable complex valued functions f such that sz [ f(t)\ w(t) dt = 
lifli is finite. With product the convolution (f * g)(s) = Jif(~ - t) g(t) dt, the 
Banach space Ll(R+, W) becomes a Banach algebra [3, Example 21, p. 81. If 
t FF ut is chosen in a Banach algebra A with bounded approximate identity to 
satisfy Theorem 1, we let w(t) = 11 ut I/ for all t > 0. We may now define 
0: U(iW+, W) + A by w(f) = sr f(t)d dt. As in Theorem 10, 0 is a norm- 
reducing homomorphism from L’(IW+, w) into A, and the working above shows 
that ker 0 is not an M, . If A is a radical Banach algebra the spectral radius 
formula implies that w(t)‘it + 0 as t + co, and so Ll(R+, w) is a radical Banach 
algebra. Is 0 one-to-one in this case? 
Dales [7] has proved that assuming the continuum hypothesis there is a dis- 
continuous homomorphism from C,(Q), the algebra of continuous complex 
valued functions vanishing at infinity on an infinite noncompact locally compact 
Hausdorff space Q, intoLl@+, w) if w(t)llt -+ 0 as t + co. Esterle [9] has proved 
that there is a discontinuous homomorphism from C,(Q) into a radical Banach 
algebra with a bounded approximate identity. Theorem 1 and the above remarks 
show that in this form Dales’ theorem implies Esterle’s theorem in this form. 
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